
4.4 (Jim Hornor)  This response shows exactly what the word “template” should mean for 
any fieldworker trying to collect this kind of data.  Here is a chronological account, 
noting measurements and using a template, photos (with call-outs) and words to create a 
most remarkable account of field data.  Notice even the device this researcher invented 
for capturing the vertical dimension of space – the color brown representing activity on 
the ground and the color green representing anything above it.  Three dimensionality is a 
real problem for those of us working with spatial data. 
 
The sheer amount of information presented on each page of this response is staggering.  
You can see this student organizing his data and his thoughts with how he presents all of 
this and the dozens of decisions he had to make to do it this way.  Look at 12:09, for 
instance. 
 
If this were a fireworks show, then Section IV is certainly the grand finale.  Here we have 
some fantastic reflections on the data and what to do with it along with a wonderful 
collapsed diagram that shows what happens when all the data from the session is 
combined into the same bird’s-eye view.  That’s not enough for this researcher, though, 
because it doesn’t convey the duration of time spent in each location.  So how about a 
straight-on view to show the verticality of his subject over the entire session?   The final 
written narrative containing the insights about his subjects and his process is superb icing 
on the cake. 
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Observe an individual and create a spacio-temporal map for them that focus-
es on his/her relationship to other individuals in the environment. What rules 
appear to guide how much of a cushion of space the individual keeps around 
self under different circumstances. Don’t forget to benchmark across time and 
focus on the space between individuals and others in habitat.

Entering into the habitat today I first looked to see what state the gorillas 
seemed to be in terms or energy levels and movement. I had already decided 
I was probably going to do Amare for a few reasons. First of all I have not 
focused on him yet and wanted the opportunity. Also,I knew that not only did 
he move around a lot but he was one of the few gorillas that actually touched 
others and seemed experimental in terms of space boundaries. Nothing I ob-
served at first glance changed that decision so I went ahead with Amare.

This diagram will be used in the remainder of the report and is a rough sketch 
of the space and is not meant to be accurate in terms of exact proportions. 

Week 4: Spacio-Temporal Mapping

I. Assignment

II. The stage

III. Observations

The outline circles represent 
structures like trees, stumps, and 
bamboo polls.

Amare on the ground

Amare off the ground  (i.e. on a 
platform, hammock etc.)
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* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

11:40 am

Amare on ground

Amare off ground

1

Amare is on tree laying on branch.

He gets up and pees off side of branch

Drops to ground and sifts through wood chip ground cover for food 
pellets.

Amare is on tree laying on branch.

He gets up and pees off side of branch

Drops to ground and sifts through wood chip ground cover for food 
pellets.

Amare Kowali

Continues squatting at end of tree branch eating with right hand.

Finishes food.

Picks nose.

11:43 am
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* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

11:46 am

Amare on ground

Amare off ground

1

Amare moves to Kowali who is in a hammock and puts his head on her 
chest. 

Amare plays with Kowali’s hands.

He grabs her right breast.

Kowali shifts so Amare can fit into the hammock with her. The sit feet 
to feet.

Amare leans into Kowali and rest on her. Its is unclear from my angle if  
he is nursing
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11:48 am

Kowali picks at Amare’s fur. He rests his head on her chest.

A flash goes off and Amare sits up and looks around.

Kowali leaves hammock and crosses about 3 ft away on tree branch 
and sits. 

Amare leans out of hammock and then stands up in it.

Amare moves down bamboo pole to ground. He moves to log by 
keeper area and sits for a moment before crossing over to cardboard 
box on the ground on front side of keeper area. Medini is against the 
wall about 10 ft away.

Kwan moves toward Amare. Medini shifts position to maintain 
distance, but Amare stays in place playing with box.

Amare runs to log and Kwan passes by on his left. Amare stays on log 
for a few moments and the crosses over to about 5 ft from Kwan and 
looks at him.

* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

Amare on ground

Amare off ground

1

2

4

3
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* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

11:55 am

Amare on ground

Amare off ground

1

Amare gets lettuce from ground and moves to bamboo. He climbs up  
bamboo pole and into hammock.

Amare sits in hammock eating.

At this point a disturbance happened involving Kowali and Medini 
who are very close to confrontation. Kwan even got involved moving 
between the two seemingly trying to prevent it from escalating.

Amare looks down at Kowali and Medini as the cross underneath him.

11:57 am
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* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

12:02 pm

Amare on ground

Amare off ground

Amare drops down and crosses to tree. He sits and watches as Kowali 
and Medini move around space. He is 3 ft from Kwan.

He crosses by Bulera as he moves to sit on top of large log.

Amare jumps down to ground and crosses to Kowali who is by the 
tree. He sits about 1 ft from Kowali with his back to her staring at 
Medini who is across the enclosure. 

Amare nudges Kowali with his head. Kowali moves a few feet away 
picking through the wood chip ground cover. 

Amare sits with his back against the tree playing with a cardboard 
tube.

Kowali grabs a piece of cardboard and crosses in front of Amare and 
up to a hammock. Amare touches her haunches as she walks past.

Amare climbs up tree after Kowali. He stops 1ft away from Kowali in 
the hammock.

Amare crosses up on bamboo above Kowali and stops. He is about 3 
ft away.

Amare moves closer and takes a piece of cardboard from Kowali. He 
moves to other hammock.

12:04 pm

1

12:07 pm
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* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

12:09 pm

Amare on ground

Amare off ground

Amare continues to sit in hammock

Amare swings down to ground from hammock.

He plays with cardboard by tree.

Amare crosses to large cardboard piece on ground in front of keeper 
area. As he approaches Bulera moves away from him and up the wall 
to the nest platform.

Amare sits on cardboard about 8 ft from Medini.

1

12:11 pm

Amare

Kowali

Amare
Medini

Bolera
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* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

12:13 pm

Amare on ground

Amare off ground Amare sits playing with cardboard.

He chews on a few cardboard pieces.

He looks around space.

Amare gets up and picks food pellets out of the wood chip ground 
cover.

He sits and drops food from hand to hand.

Amare picks up lettuce and eats it and some of the pellets.

He crosses to tree and climbs up the trunk along a branch and onto 
the platform to the right (viewer right) of the enclosure.

Sits on top of platform with back to space eating.

Still on ledge eating. Right hand grasps vine.

Same

1

12:17 pm

12:19 pm

12:21 pm

12:23 pm
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* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

12:27 pm

12:29 pm

12:33 pm

12:36 pmAmare on ground

Amare off ground

Amare picks at his bottom.

He lifts up on and flips over on his side. Looks across enclosure.

Rolls on back holding onto grate over window into keeper area and 
leans over edge of platform.

Same

Same.

Amare sits up.

He tosses bits of cardboard.

He pulls his lips back and does a soft chest pounding. Seems as if he 
is playing. 

Same.

More soft chest pounding.

Same

Same

Observation ends with Amare still on ledge picking at self and 
cardboard.

Looking around.

Seems restless

12:37 pm

12:39 pm

12:40 pm
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* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

Amare on ground

Amare off ground

The above chart indicates a couple of things. First that Amare spends 
a majority of his time off the ground. Second that when in movement 
he tends to move around a lot moving between different places/
states. But that these times are possible punctuated by longer periods 
of staying in one place. Its unclear if this is a true pattern due to only 
having observed for one hour.

11:40 am - 12:40 pm

1

11

1

1

1

IV. Summary

Above is the overlay of all of the time periods from my observation of 
Amare. Its shows a particular pattern along the one diagonal. Not sure 
if this is because of items of interest in these locations (ie hammocks, 
trees and cardboard on ground) or if this would be the pattern 
regardless of these things.

But this pattern is a bit misleading. As looking at it gives no indication 
of how long he spent in each place. So to get a better idea of how 
much time he spent on the ground versus off the ground I have 
constructed the below graph.

11:40 am 12 

Ground (0 ft)

Tree, Platform, Hammock (15 ft)

Log (1 ft)

Large Log (7 ft)

12:40 pm12:20
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In terms of space between individuals and Amare, he seemed to be 
the only one with a more flexible sense of space in relation to the 
other members of the troop. 

First off he and Kowali touch in an intimate way, most likely due to her 
being his mother. By intimate I mean that they were touching each 
other gently, playing with fur, hands, leaning against one another, and 
holding. This kind of intimate touching was not seen between any 
other individuals of the troop during this observation. The only other 
instance of touching was when Kwan checked Kowali with his body 
during her altercation with Medini. It appeared to be a gesture of 
warning and/or placation to prevent a confrontation. But this was not 
the same kind of intimate touching that occurred between Amare and 
Kowali.

In terms of Kowali and Amare, there did seem to be some limits that I 
don’t quite understand. He would always approach her first and then 
touch. He would never just run over and touch. Also, their contact was 
still limited. They would only touch intimately for short period before 
Kowali would move away. 

Another interesting observation is that Amare was one of only two 
(Kowali being the other) individuals to get with in 10 ft of Kwan. A 
good example was when Kwan approached the area where Amare 
and Medini were and Medini got up and moved instantly while Amare 
just sat playing with his cardboard. 

10ish ft 
This seems to be the minimum space cushion. The only exceptions 
to this are Amare and Kowali, Kwan and anyone, and Amare will get 
closer to Kwan but not touch him. In general, when individuals move 
into the 10 ft distance other members shift. Movement of the group 
can be seen as kind of dance. One member has a need such as food 
or an interest in playing with something or interacting with another 
individual and in response the system shifts. The space rules being 
maintained by individuals shifting and moving in response to actions 
of others and vice versa. 

But the rules differ a bit which includes the interactions stated earlier. 
Also Amare has been seen on previous occasions playing with Medini. 
When those two get in each other space there seems to be no issue. 
Bulera on the other hand avoids everyone. When she saw Amare 
approaching she left the area. During the observation she was on a 
nest platform by herself almost the entire time

 I think the 10 ft idea was shown best by the last 20 minutes of the 
observation in which no individuals moved locations. As a result a kind 
of stasis was created in which everyone had the appropriate distance 
from one another so no one had to shift. This is shown in the figure to 
the left.

IV. Summary

* this diagram is a sketch and is not to scale

Individual on ground

Individual off ground

Amare

Kwan

Kowali

Bulera

Medini

Well, I don’t have much reflection this week. I think the observation 
went well. It took a loooong time to write it all up with the pictures 
and diagrams. And to get down all that is bouncing around me head. 
Also due to other school projects etc. I waited over a week to write 
this up. It was an interesting exercise as I really had to rely on my notes 
and pictures to jog my memory. I think it went fine, but I prefer writing 
up my report a bit closer to the actual observation.

V. Reflection
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